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Our Mission

To  design  and  install  a  high-quality  control  rooms  for  specialist  

market-sectors  and  through  this  to  establish  a  reputation  in  the  

Middle East as the premier provider of advance technology products 

and solutions. 

Our Mission
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Two Decades of continued success

Established two decades ago, in the year 2000, 

INTERTECH set out to supply the highest 

quality, specialized products and solutions 

whilst providing clients with a single point of contact for a 

comprehensive control room design, value engineering services, 

and the highest standard of post-installation maintenance and 

technical support.

With over 400 installations, INTERTECH offers unique design 

services for state of the art control rooms within the fields of Security 

and Surveillance, Aviation, Telecommunications, Traffic, Utilities, 

Process Control, Smart City, Broadcast and Defense. 

Khalid Noeman
CEO

Intertech Vision ME



Corporate Summary The Gulf Region's contribution to our success   

The number and variety of the INTERTECH client base confirm our 

position as a leader in control room design and installation in the 

Gulf Region. INTERTECH also benefits from regional economic 

growth and the willingness of the Gulf States to adopt the latest 

technologies. It became clear to us a while ago that the growing 

amount of digital sources of information is the driver in any future 

control rooms’ design and integration. 
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Corporate Summary Offering Industry Standards

INTERTECH provides the highest industry standards to our clients in 

every component of the project. INTERTECH is committed to 

supplying the most advanced large display solutions with 

technologies behind the reach of others. This is often offered along 

with the world’s best ergonomically designed technical furniture.
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Corporate Summary IT and Control Rooms

In recent years, INTERTECH has focused on building strong 

IT-related professional services and solutions in control room 

environments. Today we have the in-house knowledge to design 

and support all IT- related challenges in modern control rooms.

INTERTECH has introduced software development in-house 

capabilities into our range of products and services. We developed 

solutions for our clients, such as digital stream switcher and stream 

shaper. We also developed our first mobile service application for 

customer's service and support.

Service and support is key to our success

Back in 2007, Barco, a leading manufacturer for visualization 

solutions, had appointed INTERTECH as their Middle East Regional 

Service Center. INTERTECH offers regional technical services as well 

as on-site training for Barco clients.
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Quality Certification

Fully committed to quality.

INTERTECH is an ISO 9001-2015 certified company. 

ISO
9001
CERTIFIED

Quality Certification 8



INTERTECH
Engineering Capabilities

Design

INTERTECH provides Ergonomic design for control rooms following 

ISO 11064-1 guidelines, covering the following criteria: 

    Space allocations and room layout 

    Display wall configurations, viewing angle and distance. 

    Environmental conditions, such as Lighting and Acoustics 
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INTERTECH
Engineering Capabilities

Integrate

Integration between multiple applications is an important 

requirement for the control room to ensure that operators can 

handle operation tasks in a simplified manner. This includes viewing 

and sharing multiple data sources either on a large display or on 

others devices. The following are information sources that 

INTERTECH takes into consideration when designing a display 

system

    Graphical video sources

    Digital video sources

    Other network and 

    internet-driven sources   
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INTERTECH
Engineering Capabilities

Service and Support

INTERTECH constantly invests in building its resources to deliver 

unmatched services and support to our clients. As a result, we have 

clients who operate our solutions for extended periods of time, 

extending to up to more than ten years, offering them the highest 

return on investment in the display industry. We are proud that we 

have achieved a historical record of 14 years of 7/24 operations for 

one of our clients in the UAE. 

To be able to achieve such results, INTERTECH provides the 

following:

    Factory-trained dedicated service engineers

    Shortest response time and around the clock support

    Availability of spare parts locally

    Provide client with application to report and track. 

    Offer extended warranty 

INTERTECH Engineering Capabilities 11



INTERTECH
Primary Goals

Deliver high-quality hardware and software from world-class 

manufacturers.

Provide local engineering expertise for a clear understanding of 

client needs.

Offer after-sales technical support and services for warranty and 

maintenance.

Build long-term relationships with world-leading 

manufacturers

Achieve the highest level of customer satisfaction and a 

long-lasting relationship.

Assist clients in achieving the highest return on investment.

INTERTECH Primary Goals 12
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Premises

INTERTECH headquarters is located in the Al Quoz Industrial Area in 

Dubai, United Arab Emirates. It occupies nearly 10,000 sq. ft. of space 

for offices and workshops. Intertech also has branch offices in Abu 

Dhabi, UAE and Cairo, Egypt.

Personnel

INTERTECH comprises a growing professional team of more than 50 

personnel in sales, marketing, engineering, support and service, and 

administration.



Barco NV

Barco, a global technology company, designs and develops 

visualization solutions for various selected professional markets: 

control rooms, defence and aerospace, digital cinema, healthcare, 

media and entertainment, and simulation and virtual reality.

In these markets, Barco offers user-friendly imaging products that 

optimize productivity and business efficiency. Its innovative 

hardware and software solutions integrate all aspects of the imaging 

chain, from image acquisition and processing to image display and 

management. Barco has its sales and marketing facilities, customer 

support, R&D and manufacturing situated in Europe, North America, 

and Asia Pacific. Barco (NYSE Euronext Brussels: BAR) is active in 

more than 90 countries with more than 3,500 employees worldwide. 

Barco posted sales of 1.041 billion euro in 2011.

Partners
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Intertech Software Development

Intertech Software Development was founded in 2017 and 

headquartered in Dubai, U.A.E., with an additional branch in Cairo, 

Egypt. ISD believes that its wealth of industry knowledge, delivery 

capabilities, and technical expertise can help enterprises create 

value by designing and developing products with a unique 

customer experience. Its flagship product RAMsys is an All-in-One 

situational management system for businesses who inspire to have 

the highest level of security.
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Evans is a world leader in the design and manufacture of products 

that enhance the operation of control centres.  Evans products and 

services include: needs analysis, control centre design, consoles, 

display walls, custom millwork and turnkey solutions.

Evans has pioneered innovations, such as computer imaging of 

proposed control centre designs, individually controlled task light 

and adjustable height work surfaces within the console industry. 

Evans products are modular, durable and designed for the specific 

ergonomic requirements of control centre employees.

Evans Consoles
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INTERTECH is the official Antrica distributor in the Middle East. 

Antrica is one of the world's leading low-latency, low-bandwidth 

consumption video encoders and decoders, used within broadcast 

studios. Their wide range of products makes it available for 

everyone's AV solution needs.

Antrica 

Shenzhen AOTO Electronics Co., Ltd. founded in 1993, is located in 

Shenzhen High-tech Zone. It’s specialized in the R&D, production, 

marketing, and professional services of LED application products 

and financial technology products. Over the past two decades, 

AOTO Electronics has established 17 member companies, including 

4 overseas subsidiaries.

AOTO
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Extron products are purpose-built to work together, creating 

complete integrated technology solutions that work seamlessly with 

your IT infrastructure. With over 5,000 product solutions, the 

breadth of the Extron product line provides system designers with 

the flexibility to select the optimal solution for each application

Extron

AMX® is part of the HARMAN Professional Division, and the leading 

brand for the business, education, and government markets for the 

company. As such, AMX is dedicated to integrating AV solutions for 

an IT World.

AMX
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Our Clients
Include
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Testimonials
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Safwan Harcouss, Lighting manager, Al Arabiya

“The excellent service and fast support we have experienced in 

these years have strengthened us in our belief that the Intertech 

- Barco partnership is our best guarantee to keep our video walls 

up and running 24/7, without interruption” 

Overs Evans’ 40 years history, we have relied on trusted partners 

such as Intertech to drive our growth and industry leading 

market share.  A relationship that goes back to 2001 is indicative 

of the level of trust, consistency,  professionalism and commit-

ment that has made Intertech our premium partner in UAE. We 

appreciate that they have invested in our business in the region 

through marketing, tradeshows, technical training, certified 

installation training, sales training and onsite demo equipment 

programs.

Bill Burkett, CEO, Evans Dr. Richard Game, COO, Evans



Intertech Dubai

Al Quoz Industrial Area, Dubai

P.O Box 37713

Email: sales@itv-me.com

Landline: +97143390651

Intertech Abu Dhabi

312, Plot No. 29 Al Ain Road

Ali Bin Khalfan,

Al Dhaheri Building,

Sas Al Nakheel, Abu Dhabi

Intertech Cairo

Villa 13, 265st,

Al-Lasilki,

Maadi, Cairo

Email: sales@itv-me.com

www.itv-me.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/intertech-vision-middle-east/
https://www.facebook.com/intertechvision
https://twitter.com/IntertechVision
https://www.itv-me.com/

